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Abstract:
Abstract Background and Purpose: The Purpose of This Research is Determination the Level of Effectiveness of Schema Therapeutic of a chosen group of adult cancer patients in Increase Happiness, Life expectancy and psychological well-being in Isfahan city. Methods: Present Research is Semi Experimental from Type of pre-examine and post-examine With Two main Group of Analysis and Control. The study population were All Adults with cancer admitted to hospitals in the autumn and winter of 1394. In This Study, 30 available patients (15 females and 15 males) were selected and randomly substitute in Groups of Control and Test Respectively. In order to collect Data the Welfare questionnaire of Oxford (OHQ) with 29 multiple-choice questions And Life expectancy questionnaire by Miller (MHS) which has 48 5-choice questions and psychological well-being (PWB) which contains 84 of 6-choice questions has been used. The experimental Group Therapy is performed During 8 Sessions of 90 minutes. On the Group Test in order to Analysis of Data Covariance Analysis has been used. Results of the Research Shows that happiness and psychological well-being of patients participated in the experiment in comparison to the non-participants are significantly more. In other words group therapy showed effective in Welfare and psychological well-being of cancer patients of Isfahan city (p<0.05). Results also showed that the life expectancy of the patients who received group therapy plan and in patients who have not received it do not have significant differences, schema therapy did not have any effect on life expectancy of the cancer patients in Isfahan city (p>0.05).
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